We optimize the throughput of a single cell multiuser orthogonal frequency division multiplexing system with proportional data rate fairness among the users. The concept is to support mobile users with different levels of service. The optimization problem is a mixed integer nonlinear programming problem, which is computationally very expensive. We propose a novel and efficient near-optimal solution adopting a two-phase optimization approach that separates the subcarrier and power allocation. In the first phase, we relax the strict proportional data rate requirements and employ an iterative subcarrier allocation approach that coarsely satisfies desired data rate proportionality constraints. In the second phase, we reallocate the power among the users in an iterative way to further enhance the adherence to the desired proportions by exploiting the normalized proportionality deviation measure. The simulation results show that the proposed solution exhibits very strong adherence to the desired proportional data rate fairness while achieving higher system throughput compared to the other existing solutions.
I. Introduction
Orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) is a promising technique for achieving high downlink capacity [1] , [2] . The problem of allocating subcarriers and power to the users in OFDMA system has been an area of active research. In non-adaptive and fixed resource allocation schemes such as single user orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) system and/or under static subcarrier allocation schemes such as frequency division multiple access (FDMA) and time division multiple access (TDMA), each user is allocated with an independent dimension without considering the channel state information (CSI). As a result, in such systems, the optimization problem reduces to only bit loading or power allocation. Unlike single user OFDM and static FDMA/TDMA, subcarrier allocation itself plays an important role in OFDMA systems in optimizing the system throughput due to multiuser diversity. This is due to the fact that the fading conditions for different users in the system are mutually independent, and the probability of a subcarrier being in the deep fade for all the users is very low [2] .
Therefore, efficient radio resource management schemes are very important to maximize the OFDMA system throughput.
There have been many works in literature dealing with the problem of resource allocation in OFDMA system under various system constraints [3] - [9] . In [3] , the authors proposed an iterative resource allocation algorithm to minimize the total transmitting power under fixed user data rates and bit error rate constraints. The algorithm proposed in [4] is aimed at the maximization of data rate under total transmitting power and target bit error rate requirements. In [5] , [6] , the authors claim that nonconvexity is not an issue for the resource allocation problem in OFDMA system if the number of subcarriers is very large. The authors of [4] , [7] have shown that the overall system capacity of OFDMA system is optimized when each subcarrier is assigned to the user with the best channel gain. In [8] , [9] , adaptive resource allocation in OFDMA system is considered under partial CSI.
Fairness among the users is a very important issue, which ensures that all the users are able to achieve their required data rates, as in a system with quality of service requirements. In most of the practical scenarios, different users have different data rate requirements with different types of services and fees. There is a special category of rate adaptive and dynamic resource allocation approaches [10] - [13] , which support variable data rate services with fairness in the system and balances the trade-off between capacity and fairness. In this category, the objective is to maximize the system throughput under total transmitting power constraint, and the target is to maintain proportionality between users' achieved data rates rather than satisfying specific requested data rates.
In [10] , the authors proposed a solution (referred to as the ROOT-FIND algorithm) that ensures the rates of different users are proportional. Though the solution exhibits very good adherence to the proportional data rate fairness requirements, the algorithm needs to solve a set of nonlinear equations, which are computationally very expensive. Furthermore, this solution is based on a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) assumption, and as a result, does not perform satisfactorily in the low-SNR region. In [11] , [12] , the authors proposed suboptimal solutions (former one referred to as the LINEAR solution), which relax the desired user rate proportionality constraints and achieves acceptable proportional data rate fairness. A method for joint subcarrier and power allocation with proportional data rate fairness algorithm (referred to as the JSPA-WF algorithm) is proposed in [13] . Though it provides a better throughput, like [11] , the proportional data rate fairness measures are also relaxed, i.e., does not exhibit strong adherence as desired.
In this letter, we propose a novel near-optimal solution for maximizing the throughput while strongly maintaining the proportional data rate fairness among the users. A disjoint subcarrier and power allocation approach in invoked. Unlike [10] , the proposed solution does not require to solve a set of nonlinear equations, and performs equally well both in the high-SNR and in the low-SNR region. The proposed solution provides the overall system throughput as high as that in [13] , and does not suffer much from the capacity loss.
II. System Model and Problem Statement
Let us consider an OFDMA downlink system with a base station supporting data traffic to K non-cooperative users with a single receiving antenna each. The data transmissions to different users are assumed to be subject to slowly-varying, independent frequency-selective Rayleigh fading. Perfect CSI is assumed to be available at the base station and a non-sharing subcarrier allocation scheme is considered, i.e., a subcarrier can be allocated to a single user only. Note that the assumptions of perfect CSI and no intra/inter-cell interference would generally not hold in practice. However, we relax these assumptions in this work for the sake of simplified performance analysis. The data transmission is subject to regulated total transmitting power constraint, P total .
The capacity achieved by user k when transmitting data over subcarrier n is given by
where N is the number of subcarriers, B is the system bandwidth, and z kn defines the frequency gain on subcarrier n of user k. N 0 B/N is the variance of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) over subcarrier n, where N 0 is the noise power spectral density. The quantity |z kn | 2 / N 0 B N is defined as the SNR of subcarrier n if it is allocated to user k. p kn is the power allocated to subcarrier n of user k. Lets denote c kn the association variable, i.e. c kn = 1 if subcarrier n is assigned to user k, 0 otherwise. The total rate achieved by user k is given by
c kn r kn in bps/Hz.
The different levels of service among the users can be embedded by introducing a set of nonlinear constraints, R 1 :
parameters that enforce proportional fairness or desired levels of service among the users. We can ensure arbitrary proportional throughput or levels of service among the users by varying the values of these predetermined parameters. The advantageous fact about embedding these proportional data rate fairness measures is that we can explicitly control the data throughput ratio among the users. All the calculations relating to resource allocation are performed at the base station.
In practical, the regulatory scenario enforces a total transmitting or radiated power constraint.
The main objective of our optimization problem is to perform optimal resource allocation in order to achieve the maximum system throughput under total transmitting power constraint and proportional data rate fairness among the users. The optimization problem is cast as
c kn p kn ≤ P total ;
C4:
The optimization problem in (2) 
III. Proposed Near-optimal Solution
The resource allocation process is divided into two phases, (i) subcarrier allocation phase and (ii) power reallocation phase. The suboptimal subcarrier allocation maintains the coarse proportionality of user data rates with equal power allocation over all the subcarriers. A nonoverlapping subcarrier allocation scheme is employed, i.e., a subcarrier sharing is not allowed.
A. Subcarrier allocation phase
Let S k be the set of subcarriers allocated to user k with
while N k being its cardinality, i.e., N k = cardinality (S k ). Therefore, the corresponding power allocated to user k after this subcarrier allocation is given by N k P total /N. In particular, we follow and employ the subcarrier allocation strategy presented in Algorithm 1, which is the modification of the subcarrier allocation scheme discussed in [7] so as to incorporate proportional data rate fairness measures. Let x i j defines the (i, j)th element of matrix X while x i defines the ith element in vector x, and R defines a real space with appropriate dimension. The fundamental feature of this suboptimal subcarrier allocation algorithm is that each user uses the subcarriers with high SNR as much as possible. At each iteration, user k with the lowest or minimum normalized capacity, i.e., R k /ϕ k ≤ R i /ϕ i , ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ K has the opportunity to select the subcarrier that has the maximum gain for it. Since equal power allocation over all the subcarriers is considered, the subcarrier allocation algorithm is suboptimal and achieves coarse proportional data rate fairness, i.e., R i : R j ≈ ϕ i : ϕ j , ∀i, j ∈ {1, · · · , K} , i j.
It might seem from the for loop that Algorithm 1 will yield to different results if the chosen order of the users is changed. However, we have noticed that the order of the users has almost no impact on the achieved proportional data rates of the individual users, and as a result, on the overall system throughput. The reason is that the likelihood of any particular subcarrier
Calculate R k = log 2 (1 + ph); Update N = N − {n}; end while N ∅ do 
B. Power reallocation phase
In this section, we discuss the power reallocation phase that is employed to enhance the adherence to the desired proportional data rate fairness measures. The proportionality deviation, i.e., the difference between the desired proportion and the achieved proportion is given by
where
is the normalized proportionality deviation of user k, Σ ϕ = K k=1 ϕ k and
R k . The sign of ξ k defines whether user k has been allocated a lower or a higher proportional capacity than the desired proportions. The basic idea of this iterative power reallocation is that we reduce the power of the user that has achieved a higher proportional rate than the desired value, and add this power to the user that has a lower proportional rate than the desired value. The parameter ∆ =
|ξ k | has been used to quantify the average normalized proportionality deviation measure. Our objective is to make ∆ as small as possible. The heuristic routine employed in the power reallocation process in given in Algorithm 2.
The operational mechanism of the proposed power reallocation process is as follows. The power reallocation process enhances the adherence to the desired data rate proportions in an iterative way. In every iteration, the power of the two users with the most unfair proportions is exchanged. The values in ξ define the normalized deviation of the proportion of all the users from the desired proportions. The overall proportional data rate fairness of the whole system will be enhanced when the value of ∆ =
|ξ k | becomes smaller. In the ultimate proportional data rate fairness scenario, the value of ∆ is 0.
First, the two users with the most unfair normalized proportionality deviations are chosen.
The indices s and r denote the users with the most unfair normalized proportionality deviations, in terms of achieving the lowest and the highest normalized throughputs, respectively, when compared to the desired normalized throughput proportions. Therefore, user s needs additional power to enhance its achieved data rate and to match its desired proportion while user r needs to release some extra power to bring the achieved additional data rate down. To perform this power exchange operation smoothly, we add and subtract a very small amount of power, which is quantified as δ to users s and r, respectively. Thereafter, the new power, Σ s and Σ r are distributed optimally among the allocated subcarriers of users s and r, respectively, to optimize their individual capacities employing the standard water-filling algorithm. In order to ensure the convergence, the iterative process continues as long as there is an improvement in the proportional fairness measures.
IV. Discussion and Performance Analysis
We consider an OFDMA system with a transmitter supporting data transmission to 10 noncooperating users. An OFDM scheme with N = 64 subcarriers is employed. The power delay
profile of the channel model we consider is an one-sided exponential profile, of which the relative powers of 6 delay taps are provided in Table I along with the other simulation parameters employed in this work.
In Fig. 1 , we evaluate the performance of our proposed solution when the transmitting power Fig. 2 . Behavior of average normalized proportionality deviation measure, ∆ when maximum transmitting power, P total is varied.
Here, K =10 and δ = P total /8N.
In Fig. 2 , we evaluate the influence of varying the transmitting power on the normalized proportionality deviation measure ∆ for the investigated algorithms. The LINEAR and JSPA-WF solutions show almost flat responses over all the transmitting power levels, but exhibit the worst adherences when compared to other existing solutions. Note that the ROOT-FIND solution suffers in the low-SNR region since the algorithm is formulated based on a high-SNR approximations. However, when the transmitting power is high, the ROOT-FIND algorithm performs better than the LINEAR and JSPA-WF solutions. The proposed solution has also almost consistent behavior of the parameter ∆ over varying P total , but shows the best adherence to the desired data rate proportions. Unlike the ROOT-FIND solution, the proposed solution works equally well over the low-SNR and high-SNR regions. Note that δ has noticeable impact on the iterative power reallocation phase performance. If a higher value of δ is chosen, the process requires less number of iterations to reach the steady state value of ∆. Smaller δ will yield to large number of iterations while giving lower ∆, i.e., better proportional fairness. Therefore, lower the value of δ, better the adherence to the desired levels of service. However, decreasing δ below some threshold, will have no significance impact.
The computational complexity of our proposed algorithm is composed of two parts, namely ( The JSPA-WF solution requires to perform water-filling N − K times while 2N iter water-filling operations are performed in our proposed solution depending on the adherence quality we desire.
The complexity of the ROOT-FIND method consists of three elements, namely (i) subcarrier allocation with complexity of O(KN), (ii) K water-filling operations, and (iii) complexity due to solving iterative root-find method with complexity O(nK), where n is typically around 10.
Therefore, the complexity of our proposed solution is not as high as that of ROOT-FIND, and comparable to LINEAR and JSPA-WF solutions, but provides higher throughput with the best adherence quality.
V. Conclusions
In this letter, we considered an OFDMA system and proposed a near-optimal resource allocation solution that optimizes the system throughput under users' proportional data rate fairness requirements. The proposed solution optimizes the system throughput while strictly maintaining the proportional data rate fairness among the users. Though it is observed that the performance gain of the proposed algorithm is indeed marginal compared to the existing algorithms in terms of achieved throughput, the computational complexity is much lower. Furthermore, our proposed solution performs equally well in both the low-SNR and high-SNR regions. The simulation results also reveal that very strong adherence to the desired proportionality constraints or levels of service is achieved without compromising the system throughput loss. In the present study, the idea is to support mobile users with different levels of service. One could extend this to include machine-to-machine communication scenarios, which would generally have low data rate requirements while operating with lower power level. Furthermore, as a future work, it would be appealing to extend and exploit the ideas in this work to a multi-cell scenario where base station coordination is allowed. 
